


BABY PORTRAITURE
The magic of a new arrival is one of life’s big moments, and as parents ourselves, we 
understand this.

We also understand the fact that through a haze of sleep deprivation and interesting 
nappies, thoughts of capturing the first tender months of a new life may not be a 
top priority. However little ones change so fast - expressions and tender moments 
shared, quickly become memories. 

Mason Photography’s Baby Portraiture sessions put you and your baby at the  heart of 
what we do - the perfect way of capturing incredible images of a such precious time in 
your family story.

SHOOTING ON LOCATION
We shoot on location, in your home or somewhere special to you - designed and 
scheduled around you and your baby’s routine and comfort. Our calm and flexible 
approach is informed by experience and understanding, leaving you and your little 
one relaxed, whilst allowing us to capture your tender moments together.

UNDERSTANDING
As photographers, but also parents, we have a whole lot of experience of working with 
babies. We understand that it’s about allowing time and space for them to become 
comfortable with us and the camera. And if they need a mid-session milk break, that’s 

cool with us too. After all, it means we can go and put the kettle on.

THE RESULT
Precious time together and stunning images you can keep for a lifetime.





STUNNING IMAGES, TAILORED SERVICE
Our range or products are designed to truly capture the essence of a shoot - a diverse 
collection of bespoke products that can be tailored to compliment whichever space 
you have in mind.

From stunning bespoke frames and beautiful hand bound books, to contemporary
multi-acrylics that offer an instant splash of life to any space.

As a boutique business we offer a genuinely tailored service throughout your time
with us. We don’t believe in the ‘hard sell’ or offers with lots of small print.  
For us its about capturing the magic of your new addition, creating images that
encapsulate a unique and precious time in family life.

KIND WORDS
Do get in touch - we’d love the chance to be able to give you the service enjoyed by 
our previous clients:

“I received the album - what can I say? ... I am absolutely thrilled by the end product. 
These photographs mean the world to me. Thank you for so beautifully capturing a 
very very special time in our lives.” JP

“Your photos are one of the most treasured possessions I have – they give me so many 
wonderful emotions and warmth every time I look at them! Thank you!” NR

Comments like this mean the world to us, and are why photographing babies is so much 
more than just a job for us – it really is a passion.

NEXT STEPS
If you’d like us to capture the magic of your latest precious little addition we’d love to talk 
to you. Call Louise or Jeremy on 01264 712134.





www.masonphotography.co.uk
hello@masonphotography.co.uk      01264 712134


